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Abstract 
 
We have shown that reflection symmetric transformation is Lorentz invariant; it is also associative. We have 
also shown that reflection symmetric sum of vectors has a spin-like term comparable to the spin of Dirac 
electron. As a consequence of reflection symmetry we have found that the sum is bounded. This corresponds 
to Einstein’s postulate. 
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1. Introduction 
 
We have defined a reflection symmetry sum +ˆ  ( + with a cap ^) of vectors A and B as [1].  
A.B1
AxBBABA +
++=+ iˆ
   
                                                          (1) 
A'  will be called a reciprocal of if A 1=A'.A  
 
With the help of an arbitrarily chosen vector , we define reciprocals of  as G A
A.G
iAxGGA' ±=±                                                                      (2) 
We now have the symmetry relation 
BAB'A' +=+ −+ ˆˆ                                                                     (3) 
We intend to study the relation of reflection symmetric sum to Lorentz invariance and also its rotational 
(spin) property. 
 
2. Pauli Quaternion 
 
We construct a 4-dimensional vector [2] and follow the convention adopted by Kyrala [3] to write it as a sum 
of a scalar and a Cartesian vector  
A+= 0AA  
 1
                                                                         (4) 
with the help of basis vectorsσ  (they are slightly different from those of Kyrala [3])we write it 
as  
zyx σ,σ,σ,0
σ.A+=+++= 0000 σσσσσ AAAAA zzyyxxA                                                (5) 
where A0 is a number and are the components of the Cartesian vector  zyx AAA ,, A
As a consequence of linearity we have 
Aσ.kkAk += 00σA                 .                                                  (6) 
where k is a constant 
From A  we construct A+= 0A
A−= 0A*A                                                                          (7) 
and define where, so that  *AAA =2
)σσσσ( 00 zzyyxx AAAA +++=2A )σσσσ( 00 zzyyxx AAAA −−−                                  (8) 
or 
                                (9) 
zyyzzyzxxzzxyxxyyx
zzzyyyxxx
zyx
AAAAAA
AAAAAA
AAAA
)σσσσ()σσσσ()σσσσ(
)σσσσ()σσσσ()σσσσ(
σσσσ
000000000
22
z
22
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22
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2
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2
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+−+−+−
−+−+−
−−−=2A
We require  
AA.20 −= A2A 220 A−= A                                                              (10) 
This will be fulfilled if  
1σσσσ 2z
2
y
2
x
2
0 ====                                                                 (11) 
0σσσσσσσσσσ 000000 =−=−=− zzyyxx σσ                                           (12) 
0σσσσσσσσσσσσ =+=+=+ yzzyxzzxxyyx                                          (13) 
Therefore  
10 ±=σ                                                                           (14) 
we shall choose  
1σ0 +=                                                                           (15) 
We require that multiplication of these 4-vectors form a group so that  
zzyyxx DDDDD σσσσσ 0000 +++=+== σ.DDAB                                      (16)  
where 
)σ)(σ( 0000 σ.Bσ.A ++= BAAB                                                         (17) 
Comparison between (16) and (17) using (11) through (15) shows that we have to have  
A.B+= 000 BAD .                                                                  (18) 
yzyzzyzyxzxz
zxzxxyxyyxyx
BABABA
BABABA
BA
σσσσσσ
σσσσσσ
00
+++
+++
+= σ.Aσ.Bσ.D
                                                 (19) 
Group requirement will be fulfilled if we set  
xβσσσσσ
βσσσσσ-
βσσσσσ
yzzy
yxzzx
zxyyx
=−=
==
=−=
                                                            (20) 
where β is a number. 
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Associativity 
 
We also require the operation to be associative. This will be guaranteed if the ' s are associative i.e.  σ'
zyxkzyxjzyxi
forkjikji
,,,0,,,0;,,,0
)σ(σσ)σσ(σ
===
=
                                              (21) 
Then we have  
=(AB)C A(BC)                                                                    (22) 
 
To determine β 
 
Choose relation (20) 
zyx βσσσ =                                                                    (23) 
Multiplying both sides and using (11) 
22
z
2
yxyx βσβ)σ)(σσ(σ ==                                                       (24) 
Using (20) and (21) the above relation becomes 
22
y
2
xx
2
yxyx β1σσσσσ)σσσ(σ- =−=−=−=xy                                             (25) 
0r 
1β2 −=  or i±=β                                                                (26) 
We shall choose β  i=
With this (19) becomes  
)(σ)(σ)(σ
00
yzzyxxzzxyxyyxz BABAiBABAiBABAi
BA
−+−−−+
+= Aσ.Bσ.σ.D
                                (27) 
Or 
(AxB)iσAσ.Bσ.σ.D .00 ++= BA                                                   (28) 
Or 
)(00 AxBABD iBA ++=                                                        (29) 
 
3. Conjugate, Norm and Inverse 
 
*A , the conjugate of , is constructed from  by changing the sign of  the Cartesian part of A . A A
2A , the  square Norm of A , is  
2A−=== 202 AA*AAA*A                                                        (30)  
1−A , the inverse of , is  A
2
1-
A
*AA =                                                                        (31) 
so that  
1== -1-1 AAAA                                                                  (32) 
and the unit vector is 1 
 
Let  
yxyxyxf σσσσ)σ,σ( ++=                                                            (33) 
Then as a consequence of (16) 
 3
)σ,σ()σ,σ( xyyx ff −−−=                                                             (34) 
The product  involves quantities of type f above. Therefore, AB
*A*B(AB)* =                                                                    (35) 
-1-1-1 AB(AB) =                                                                    (36) 
2222 BA)A*A(BA**ABB(AB)(AB)*(AB) ====                                          (37) 
 
4. Lorentz Invariant Reflection Symmetric Transformation  
 
Let 
X+= ctL                                                                            (38) 
So that, by (30) 
  22)( X−== ctLL*L2                                                                    (39) 
and 
cgg /σ.V−=R                                                                     (40) 
where 
( )21
1
c
g
V−
=                                                                    (41) 
so that  
1220 =−= RR2R                                                                   (42) 
and  
X''+== ct'LRL                                                                  (43) 
With 
2/' cggtt X.V−=                                                                  (44) 
and 
c
igtg VxXVXX −−= )('                                                              (45) 
Using (37) and (42) 
222 L(RL)(L') ==                                                                  (46) 
 
Therefore, the transformation L'L→ ,  (38) through (46), is Lorentz invariant. 
 
5. Comparison between the Rotational Properties of Lorentz–Einstein Transformation 
and Reflection Symmetry Transformation  
 
We define Lorentz-Einstein product of 4-vectors L  and defined by (38) and (39) as R
=LxR~ 


 −−++− V
V
X.VXX.V ])1[(}/{ 2
2 gtgctcg                                         (47) 
Observing that in the limit  0→c
c
icg c
||)/(1/1 0
2 VV  →−= →                                                  (48) 
We find in the limit  0→c
~
θθθ sincos)(
||
1cos
|||| 20
mX
V
VX.V
XVX
ii
g
c
c +=


 −+ →− →LxR               (49) 
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where θ  is the angle between  and V  X
Similarly using (43)-(45) 
θθ sincos
|||| 0
n
VX
i
g
c
c +→− →RL                                                (50) 
where  { }
|
/)( 2
X(X.V)V/V|
XVVX.Vm 2 −
−=  and  
|VxX|
VxX=n                                                (51) 
An important difference between (49) and (50) is that m and n are orthogonal so that m.n = 0 
 
 
6. Matrix Representation and Spin 
 
For a comparison with the spin of Dirac electron theory, it is worthwhile representing reflection symmetric 
transformation in matrix formalism.  
Pauli matrices [4] have properties (7) and (13). Therefore, it is possible to represented zyx σσ,σ and 0σ by 
2x2 Pauli matrices and a unit matrix  


=
01
10
xσ ,  σ ,    and                               (52) 

 −=
0
0
i
i
y 


−= 10
01
zσ 

=
10
01
0σ
We now construct the matrix  A
 
zzyyxx AAAA σσσσ 00 +++=A                                                      (53)    
Using  


=
0
0
00 0
0
A
A
Aσ ,  ,  ,                  (54) 

=
0
0
x
x
xx A
A
Aσ 

 −=
0
0
σ
y
y
yy iA
iA
A 


−= z
z
z A
A
0
0σ
we have 
 



−+
−+=+=
zyx
yxz
AAiAA
iAAAA
A
0
0
00σ σ.AA                                                  (55) 
Constructing matrices of type (55) using  L  and R  of (38) and (40) and multiplying we get  
RLL'=  
The product, , is a 2x2 matrix. The cross product term of , corresponding to cross product term of (45), 
corresponds to the spin term of Dirac electron. Spin term of Dirac electron has its origin in the product of 
Pauli matrices [5]. 
L' L'
  
7. Normalized Vector and Addition of Velocities  
 
The vector W  will be called normalized for velocity when its scalar part is c; i.e. W0 = c In this case its 
Cartesian part will be called a velocity. 
Let 
U+= 0UU                                                                               (56)  
Consider the product  
WW'RU
c
UR R.U+== 00                                                           (57)  
σ.W+= cW                                                                       (58)  
We set U0=c. is as defined by (38). U and V are velocities and  R
 5
( ) WW'RU 2
2
1
/1
c
c
V
V.U
−
−==                                                           (59)  
2
V.U1
VxU1iUV
σ.σ.W
c
ccW
−
−+−
+=+= 0W                                               (60)  
We introduce the symbol and write  +ˆ
 
2
V.U1
VxU1iUV
U(-V)W
c
c
−
−+−
=+= ˆ                                                    (61) 
As a consequence of (29), (48) is associative  
W}{UV)(WU}V){( ++−=++− ˆˆˆˆ                                                  (62) 
 
8. Comparison with Lorentz-Einstein Transformation  
 
The magnitude 
 
The magnitude is the same in both the cases, reflection symmetric, ( +ˆ ) and L-E, (+~ ). 
|UV||UV| +=+ ~ˆ                                                                   (63) 
 
Invariance of Limiting Velocity under Reflection Symmetric Addition 
 
We observe that  
A.G
iAxGGA'GA G
+= →+ +∞→ˆ                                                  (64) 
Let W  be  
BAW += ˆ                                                                       (65) 
Because of associativity 
G)(BAGW ++=+ ˆˆˆ
         
                                                   (66) 
Going to the limitG
 
∞→  
'ˆ' BAW +=
                  
                                                   (67) 
By (2)
 1=W.W'
                     
                                                   (68) 
Therefore  
1B.B'1)B'B).(A(A ==++ ifˆˆ                                                        (69) 
If  
B'B =                                                                          (70) 
corresponding to the choice  
1and == |V|VG                                                                (71) 
Then (72) becomes 
1B.B1B)B).(A(AW.W ==++= ifˆˆ                                                  (72) 
 
We may replace all the quantities  A, B and W  by 
candcc //,/ wWbBaA →→→                                                (73) 
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Then (72) gives 
22 if cc == b.bw.w                                                              (74) 
a, b and w have the dimension of c and A, B and W are dimensionless. If c is a velocity, the magnitude of the 
sum of velocities a and b is also c. This is the reflection symmetric analogue of Einstein’s postulate. 
 
9. Conclusion 
 
A non-commutative sum with reflection property (3) has been written. It is Lorentz invariant (46) and 
associative (22, 29). It has a spin-like property comparable to that of Dirac electron (sections 6). Lorentz 
transformation also has this spin-like property (49) but is hidden and becomes manifest in the limit . 
Relation (74) corresponds to Einstein’s postulate. We have found it as a consequence of reflection symmetry. 
0→c
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